
Introducing the

Next Generation



Featuring an interactive 16” 
touch screen display, embedded 
dynamic rate tables, modular USB 
components, and bluetooth.

Parking equipment is not all the same. For years, 
Parkonect has been an innovative leader in 
cloud-based, IoT parking technology.  Our new Gen2 
hardware takes this to a whole new level.
 
We’ve included exciting new features to our already 
robust full terminal systems.  Our massive 16” fully 
interactive touch screen brings parking equipment into 
the modern age with its attractive easy-to-use UI and 
fully embedded dynamic rate tables.  We’ve added 
bluetooth functionality for a more frictionless 
experience for your customers. Our re-designed 
cabinet is sleek and the interior features modular USB 
components for infinite expandability. 
 
Whatever the shape or size of your facility, 
installing a full Parkonect system places critical 
efficiency and revenue-boosting tools at your 
command. Our full parking platform combines our 
industry-leading cloud solution and barcode-based 
ticket dispensers with gates, LPR systems, pay-on-foot 
stations, lobby door controllers, VOIP intercoms, and 
more to offer a truly innovative parking experience to 
your garage's customers.  Equally important, we 
designed this hardware with almost no moving parts 
making it virtually maintenance free – say good-bye to 
ingesters, belts and ticket jams.
 

A new era of IoT parking equipment has arrived. 
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Specifications
Power: 110VAC, 15AMP
Inputs: Internet (DSL or better), Cat 5/6, loop sense (dry contact), 
RFID (AVI or prox. card), barcodes, bluetooth 4.2, and USB devices
Outputs: Gate vends (dry contact), lot full (dry contact), 
and custom outputs 
Operating Conditions: 120ºF to -20ºF (50ºC to -30ºC), 95% humidity, 
indoor/outdoor
1D & 2D Bar code Formats: 39, I2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN, 93, QR, 
PDF417, Data Matrix, Aztec, and more
Housing: Powder coated stainless steel construction, weather 
gaskets, and lockable pull-out drawer

Features and Options
Tickets: Roll stock, thermal print on-demand
Credit Card: End-to-end encrypted, PCI-compliant reader 
(Exit terminals only)
Monthly Parkers: Keytags, hard passes, iPhone/Android 
GPS-activated passes, LPR, and Bluetooth
Validations: Paper or web-enabled, time off/dollars off/percent 
off/alternate rate schedule
Lot Full: LED signage, real-time counts, and email notifications
Intercoms: VOIP, standard; Commend, Umojo, or Parker
Custom Graphics: Full color graphics including site/operator logo or 
full equipment wrap

Lorem ipsum

Our extensive suite of cloud-based software modules allows 
you to custom-tailor your Parkonect platform to meet your 
specific needs. Our feature-rich options include GPS-enabled 
iPhone/Android monthly passes, web-based validations, 
mobile pay-on-foot apps, license plate recognition, guest 
parking programs, valet tracking, hotel pass systems, instant 
integrations with every major online seller, and more. Our 
real-time cloud-based data aggregation includes dashboards, 
built-in analytics, visualized reporting, and APIs that connect 
your garage to the rest of the world.
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